Developmental differences in the neural bases of the face inversion effect show progressive tuning of face-selective regions to the upright orientation.
Face inversion hinders face processing in adults, while not affecting children in the same way. This fMRI study examines the neural underpinnings of the behavioral face inversion effect (FIE) from childhood to adulthood, and how face-selective regions in the brain may change with development. Adults, children, and teens performed a facial expression decision on upright and inverted face stimuli. In the right hemisphere (RH) all age groups showed similar profiles of neural activation for upright faces, but important developmental differences occured for inverted faces. For inverted faces, adults, and to a lesser degree teens, exhibited decreased levels of activity in the face-selective, right lateral fusiform gyrus (LFG). However, children exhibited greater activation for inverted than for upright faces in the same region. We found similar, but less robust, developmental trends in the right superior temporal sulcus (STS) and medial fusiform gyrus (MFG). Furthermore, the present study identifies the right LFG as the primary neural correlate of the behavioral FIE, and therefore of face processing expertise, by showing a significant correlation between the behavioral FIE and the neural FIE only in this region. Finally, the present findings shed some light on at least one of the possible mechanisms underlying the development of face processing expertise, by suggesting a progressive tuning of face-selective regions in the right hemisphere to the upright orientation, that extends well into adolescence.